Animal Control Bite Case#  ____________________________

Animal Control is looking for a dog/cat involved in a bite. The animal is described as:
(Breed, color, size, distinguishing characteristics)

________________________________________________________

This dog/cat bit: (description of victim):

________________________________________________________

Location of the incident:

________________________________________________________

Date/time of the incident:

________________________________________________________

Additional information:

________________________________________________________

Anyone owning the above described animal or having information regarding the above bite incident should contact Animal Control at 441-7900

Person bitten:  __________________________________________

Age _______  Sex _______  Phone ___________________________

Address  ________________________________________________

Parent/Guardian  _______________________________________

Fax copy:

___ Journal Star 473-7291  
___ LPD 441-6694  
___ HS 438-6182  
___ KLIN/KRGE/KEZG 479-1411  
___ KFOR/KFRX 483-4095  
___ KTGL 489-9607  
___ KZKX 489-9989  
___ KLKN-TV 436-2236

Call by Phone: ask for Newsroom  

___ KOLN-TV 467-4321 (only if positive for rabies)

Give to:

___ Nursing  
___ ACO’s